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‘Today’s advanced economies have reached a critical turning-

point. Free, Mutual and Equal shows a way ahead for 

rebalancing society, through a co-operative commonwealth 

economy based on “voluntary socialism”, with a rights-based 

state and a flourishing civil society – all working for the 

common good.’ 

David Drew Ph.D., MP, Shadow Minister for Rural Affairs, UK 

The brutal implementation of market fundamentalism generates 

massive human insecurity and inequality. People feel precarious 

and angry – afraid for their jobs, pensions, homes, children, 

health, wellbeing and identity. Left/right pendulum politics 

swings from “more market” to ‘more state’. Rudolf Steiner (1863–1925) saw the dangers of 

this unstable “market/state” duopoly. He proposed the radical alternative of healthily 

rebalancing society by respecting the distinctive development conditions and three-way 

dynamics of politics, economy and culture, respectively. Simply put, a business has a 

different dynamic to either a government office or a school. 

Steiner saw the urgent need to create the conditions for lasting peace when campaigning for a 

“commonwealth” society in the war-torn Germany of 1917–19. He saw self-determination for 

individuals as healthy, but prophetically saw “national self-determination” under the 

Versailles Treaty as a recipe for toxic nationalism and yet more war. His alternative was a 

dynamic society based on mutuality, equality, freedom and earth-care, for the well-being of 

people and planet – sometimes referred to as “voluntary socialism”. 

Including two alternative Nobel prize winners –the Sekem development in Egypt, and 

Nicanor Perlas; a Filipino biodynamic farmer and former presidential candidate – this 

anthology of 18 inspiring, practical chapters draws upon and extends Steiner’s social 

“threefolding” thinking. Contributors variously explore their work in ethical banking with 

Triodos, land for people and affordable homes, making the Egyptian desert flourish with 

Sekem, freeing schools, organisations, relationships, associative economics, more democracy 

and a biodynamic food revolution. Free, Equal and Mutual will be essential reading for 

academics, policy-makers, environmentalists, socio-cultural activists and concerned layfolk 

who know that we must urgently find a new way that takes us beyond the tired old duopoly 

politics of the “free” market versus the state. 

Editors 

Steve Briault is Director of Development at Emerson College, Sussex, and an international consultant 

in organisation and community development. Author of The Mystery of Meeting – Relationships as a 

Path of Discovery and Liquidity – Flowing Forms in Water and Money. 

Martin Large is a facilitator, lecturer, activist and social business enabler. He chaired the Community 

Land Trust National Demonstration Project (2005–9). Author of the book Common Wealth (2010). 
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